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INTRODUCTION
.

. .

. ,
. I ,

4:.1 State-l-eve4 academic planners have an important role to play in the
distribution of the educational resoUYces of the state, The academic'
planner attempts to foster articulation'among institutions, and, in -

,. 'post states, provides. the organizational direction necessary to -
' effettively monitor and review academic programs at the state-level. .

Ili order to-carry gilitthis mission, the academic planner needs the
''., ipportunity to' exchange ideSs,OWith other pr ssional s in the field.

, --TIO,sumlinar_was one ittempt to,provide an o portuAity for professional
dialdik -

.
. --,,,

The fol3oiring 'is a report on the proceedings of the Inservice Eddcat fon

Program Se roar, The Maintenane of Academic Quality in a Time of
Uncertainty." The conference arose out of a strongly felt desire of
academic planning and program review officers in statewide boards'Of
high& education to have a professional forum-comparable o their

seitiOr State Higher Education Executive-.Officers. As a r suit, the
.9onference brought together about 70 such officers fran states

. tad, three Canadian proyinces. As a fir meeting, the seminar's
pr46ary ,1.1rpose.,tas to create a aetitork of statewide academic #lanning

officers with shared eoncerns-; and to identify and explore the nature
of those concerns.

Many individyars cbbined their effortt to make the conference a success.
Louis Rabine*u, Director of the Inservice EducatiOn Program, SECS, was
primarily responsible for putting together ,the conference. In planning

and implementihg it he col-laborated most closely with Robert. J. Barat,
Director of Research and-information of the Iowa Board of Regents and

....

-with Robert W. Jacob, Assistant Commistsioner for Academic iffairs,
Missouri Department iff igher.'Educatiok. Kenneth Fischer, Director
of-the Postsecondary Education Convening Authority, Institut4 for
Educat*n Leadership, andHarriet Hollander, Director of Counseling
at.Skidmore College, Nevi York, served as process consultants.
Robert O. Berdabl, professor of higher eduCation, _State University of

.... ,.

He York at Buffalo and Amy Plumer,/edncation reporter, observed the
sessions and prbvided a suery oftthe conference. proceedings.

A ,
.

Lhfortunately- space does not allow for the reproductions of all the
'papers presented at the conference. The interested reader iS referred

. is the appendi% where he/she will find reference to additional resources
.that may be- made available, upoll request, from Education Commission of-

.14

the States. '

a
a
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I. THE HATUPE OF THE CONFERENCE

.

Hardly has the dust 'settled from the last three decades' extraordinary 4"

expansion of higher educatIon,4but those in positions at least partly
ais

esponsible for*its,deliifery and quality find themselvs-having to'

plan for itzgontftction. Before statewide academic planners are dual

jobs: They have''to Monitor and provide articulation among institutions

and programs -- some of which have only just been established.-- while

.at the same `time t have tc,plan for their total system's contraction.

New ideas,, new skills, new instruments are needed.

, 4 /

# The following report bn the proceedings of the Inservice Education
1

Program seminar, "Me Paintenance of Academic-Quality in a Tire of

glincertainty,m is the second step in a needed process of communication.

The seminar itself was the first step. 'Sponsored by SHEEO and the

Inservic Education Program of the Education tor- mission of the States,

it we' held July 18-20,1977; in Keystone, Colorado.

The conference aroseut of a strongly felt desire of academic planning

and program review officers in statewide boards: of higher education to

have a professional forum comparablecio their senior SHEEO.gff rs and

it pr'ught together about 70 such officers frog 34 -notes nd three

Canadian-provinces. The seminar's primir'y purpose, as a first meeting,

were simply to create a network of statewide:---ecademic planning officers

with shared.concernsrlqd, to identify and explore the.naturePof those .

concerns. The purpose of-this report is to further the dialogue begun

iri Keystone by recording and com menting upon the probleMs and ideas

voiced at the serliihat:by reproducing or summarizing the papers.delivered

and, by distributiAg the names, +rests and areas of expertise of those

in attendahce,

/ 7
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Louis RabineaDirector of. the Inervice Etutation Program, ECS', was-
,.

t
. . ,

4, primarily responsibly for putting together the conference; In planning .

and' implementing ftie col,laborated'most closely with Robert. IL. Barak,,.
, f Jilt

Director of. Research and information_pf the Iowa Board of Regents and

with Robert W. Jacob, Assistant Commissioner! for Academ ic Affairs,

Missouri Department of Higher Education. Kenneth"Fischer, Director- .

.

'of the Postsecondary yuratiOn Convening Authority, Institute fpr

E ducat ion Leadership Harriet Hollander., Director ofpl/

, .

Skidmore College; served a4:process consultants. Robert O. Berdhl,

professor of irigber education, State Universityof New York-'at Buffalo

and.A4`Plumer, education reporter,' were asked to observe the sesston;,.

and produce this report.

.
.11

-"\

It was agreed that this irst meeting aJ the statewide academic planning :

and review officers, should be devoted to establishing 'relations among

professionalywho shared concerns and.to identifyikg broadly those.

concerns; it ies not intendedto provide a deep and intensfyexamination

of only a few major issues. Thus the primary substance df the confer-'
.

ence was found in the informal discussions which occurred inthe 12

concurrent sessions, offered in fOur different sets.' While resource .

\
persons were present in nearly 44 these sessionsr the emphasis was on

.4

participants' iharihg the problems and chaljenges with whirl) they are
.

currently struggling; what was soughtlere sharper definitions of
11

common problems, new views of the interrelationships among Oesel
.

problems, and in some cases, identification of useful materials,.

bibliography and experiences.

.

Although broad ranqi,n , dialogue eslenpially fell intothreecategoriesr '

A review and exploration- of the new, complicated and paentialax grim
4,

k.

circumstances id which higher, education finds itself .during
.

the closing
4!

,

.

a 0, ' ,, i , '
' , *
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%Wades.of the 20th-Cpptury;-thenoVel planning; - monitoring and

mediating roles these hitt circumstances are foisting upon sta
7

wide boards, many of. which themselves are developing agencies;

the somewhat-uncharted-territory tif eohceptbalizing and mounting

prngiem reviews.
,

r

I

*%

(
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fr.

FOR ACADEMISPLANNING'AND.PROGRAM-REVIEW..

-
I. 'THE BROADER SETT HG

That state.academie-planners will be poor in the jaw material`s of

higher education -- students, and money e-- but wea4thy fn:intelleotual,' /
.

- L......_. .
..

. .

political and technical challenges in the years ahead was surely the
,- .,.

l Sessions focusedconsensus of the seminar. While most of the panel
.

. ..

*on defining the problems planners were having in.rescionding to:these

new challenges,

chief orChange_

the two keynote speakers., Georgejd. Bonham, editor-in-
t'

kagazing, and Richard M. Millard,' director of post-%:

secondary.education at ECS, and resource person, Stephen Dresch,

president, Institute for Demographic and 5ConomicStudies, Yale

University, dealt thoroughly, if variously, with tontemporargftrends -.

., .,

. C r-
.

/

. .

, . affecting higher education and its management 011khe state level.

-71

Before dealicli-with the discussions themselves, we will firsts rize

briefly the three above:mentioned papers to provide a feeling the

.

broader setting of the conference. All three papers are present

their entirety later in thii report.

Dr. Millard provided a comprehensive 'Overview of the practical and

political' circumstenvs confronting statewide education boards.

Dr. Bonham a xplored.varying definitions of academic quality, ideritify -

. ing numerous itndsind pressured threatening to-its purki,,t; and Dr.

Dresch-offered a gloomy view of the dynamics of growth and decline

in higher education, quite in keeping with his "dismal science."
t

Dr. Millard, en crated six "changed conditions" which are providing a,

highly problematic framework''` for the functioning of statewide higher

education boards. These were...,,-- changes in the student population:

By 1985 the traditional c liege Age group of18-to-24-year oldsis

s

I
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I

O

anticipated to drOp.0.4.j peroent.nationally;in some states it

will drop by as, much as 22.3'percerii. Overall enroilments;'depend-

ing on the progfrostic/tor; are at 8 t expected to-hold even. At

- - .

the sae time the 'development of a n

4 1
1

w, nonti.adiVon'al, older student

clientele will require new:institutio al forms and'modaof instnuetion

and, new kindrof statewideplanning a monitoring. And hew questions

4

arise about whether the tax-dollar sho Id belezoted to adult, career- .

oriented education.

-- changes in level -of appropriation: Evo/virig public polici suggest

a loner priority for higher education. F nding for titgher education is

,_../ _,_

expected at 'best to stay constant, 'more likely to decrease: Inflation

sand rising costs are hittingtinstitUtions as lowered confidence and _

: . .

competing public services are prevalent in Mate governments-
.

I-

-rchanget in.posture of public and state govkrnment4A growingconcern

. for accountability is- bringing' to bear new set of pressures and -.
4 '

expectitions far institutions and state boardi. Management informatibn

vsystemlepeogram budgeting, penformance audits:apd.program reviews are
1

.

all occurring,..1e9islative or'executive.units in at least ZO,statei
. ..

have mountethdir own performance audits. S6c4 audits, performed by
v

, gon-educatioo government agencies,
. .

of the academic process. Said Dr.
. . 4 . .

, .
prime cAOterion is likely to be-efficiency rather than educational

*0

Pose a serioUs threat to the integrity

Millard' 'Far too frequently^...the t ,

effectiveness,"
,

--chanVA in conceptualization of higher eduction universe: A recog-
..

nition is growing that public higher education is only one part of the, .
ear

I
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« .

postsecondiry universe. Planffinglyi41)have.ta include, private,

prouietary, vocetion4;1/techni.caledUcation and other efforts: .

- -changes in relations':. Federal
. .

.t-iOns are having an increasidg impact on the work of statewide boards

and it iscritically important that state and federal pnpgrams 6e.lopked
i-

f,'

. at.dnd planned-for An relation to each other. . 0

--changes ,in attitudes towards governance: Legislatures and

their heightened concern for accountability, are seeking

,centralize-and control the operation of higher education.
-;

:beingtexpressed through the granting of iitater"kowers to,
goVErning boards,'but there is also'a trend for executive

.

legislative branches to take over directly the major functioni, of budget

..reviim, audit control or actual decisibn making.

* -

_ These changed condltionS, suggested Dr. Millard, are adding up'to a inajo

challenge to statewid e boards; which themselves have-been undergoing

governors,

to further

This ,is

state

or

.

changes, in 'the-last few years. "The critical question may well be

, whether existing Coordinating and governing structures are adequate to

dea,1 with the changing Conditions, the unsteady state, and the time of

.4

g

-unc rtainty."Between 1970 and 1975, Dr.:Millard pointed out, 2'3 states

have midifted their higher education agencies. During 1976,.six's76tes

,, considered changes; one withdrew the budget developmefit and eview

. - .

1 'Junction; and another gave the legislature the'powtr to determine insti-'
i /

tutional role and scope. Established to plan' for orderly growth, epards .

f I.C1

: areguite suddenly, expected to manage decline. Of the phenomena in flux 7

in the hiTher education world, the changing structureiand expectations_`

for perforManceff higher education state boards may b e the most crucial,

suggested Dr:44ill'ard..

.
1

a

a .1

a
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# ,".'
A'samewhAtAtcular but nevertheless telling iadicatton th'at parttgipants

ware
. . .

.
. . . h

.
were Well-aware of'theochanging cooditionVDr:Mallard outlined was .

. ,

offered by a 149ubrious little questionnaire.9entitled "Test ler a State

of Decline," distributed to a session by P.. Gordon Foster, Assoc'
. .-

. Commissioner' for(Academic AffairiseSouth Dakota Board pf Rege nts. The
:_..

. N' S- r2.-

,Questionnaire lists tirilve, now coingon phenogena Indicatifig a.o?le
, ...-"

.

.--pubTic attitude toward higher edaation. '
..,

. . .e.
%

Another interesting presentation.was Dr. presoh's rup-through\g'botH

external andfrinternal.forcesithat should result in.at least the temporary .
. ,

_ ,

N. 4
. decline of'the higher education estate. Dr. Dresch argued that the,

forces which served to "encourage growth in higher education have now '
, 0

turned around 10 are serving to limit it and produce ebdecline. .The

. '.

-, / growth-prodUcing'fbrCls -- techAlogical and or.gariiiational changes, in

- -. the society -- i.e.., demand for amore highly: skillk,labor force and .

,-47.1,,,, . .

meritocratic'ideais -,:have resuAd in a greater supply of higtly,e8ucated
,

. .
;

.

, , ...6t ,

'.- labor, than the mar' et and have -also resulted in salWerioracion ,

.
A . r .

,,
1 /

of competence in both.student and faculty. .'

.
.

- .

. .

i f
.

Decline will result then, he argued, from several causes..? Sheer numfien s'
.4.

4, will go down because of a lowered birthrate and a smaller 'proportion of
k.

corlegeage students dposing'college in.respanse to..i market glutted'
. . ..7,-

. .

with - highly but perhaps .not very well. persons. Decli'ne in

quality has already oecurre0 tsecau'se of the swift, mass production of .

Ph.Ds during the last feW decades. It will decline further because of

44
tenure poilA cies that willlock in the less able faculty now teaching.

.

By 1990, Dr. Dresch predicted. college enrollments will be 7.6 percent

of their present'size.

If

12 II-4
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.

-The trends D. Bonham explored in:his attempt to define 'the setting
. . . , -- - .

'N
-

in:which.state academ4 planners Must function =were of a different-
-t

order. :Dr.'Benham sought to defi

quality which state\officers. are

ne what was the nature'of acadeMic

,charged with maintatning'aneyhat
. . , )

.

were the current forces leading to its flowering or fading. Although

extendin

inte

\
the ,boundaries of the definition of quality to include not

only lectual activity but also moral, civicandseirituaT
.

7- P

qualities, Dr.-SophaM argued that quality ip.higher educatioh

4 .

essentially pertains to intellectual capacitY-andachievement5
. -, ;

A vat iety of trends, some as old as the nation, threat quaifty)n .

,higher.education, he suggested. Speak-frig of this country 'f time-worn

(and.honored) "particular tension between the search.for excellence

and the need to equalize opportunities",Dr. enham said that the drive
. .

. - -
, .

toward equiti and access was currently holdi slay in postsecondary .

%.").

4:4. ',' . ,.educaion, to the; detriment of -quality. An ever-present stre&k,of anti-
,

1 ..........* -.

inteliict*ualism residing in the American character (and in state .

'Legislatures) also continues-to corrode the cultivation, of quality. I-
.

! :

1
addition, state higher education boards themIelves have,charaeteristics

that can militate,,,against qualjty. These include the tendency:of-the'

agencies te.expand their own bureaucracisrand powers and to proliferate
/ t

-

__miles and regulations all of_whfCh rob institutions of initiative and-..

At
creativity. The developMent of. state articulated;higtivr.education

.

structures also teridsWresult in nendifferentiated, egtilizedtfunling.,_
... . ,

. ,

mechanisms: Such medianisrm er formulas do not adequately take -into
. ..

. , .

,
.

account different resdure requiremeRts'of-different institutions and
.....

programs.' Dr.-Bonham plep then example of the suOniersion of the flagship

-1--

university into a statewide system of schoois, none of them particularly

g

-
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"'distinguished., He-urged that this trend be.reconeidere Dr. Bonhamt
".

, ,
.,.. r.

. 4 i

.

c,

also chided
,

itate. "planners, for falling preptaour era's.tendenciy.

towards becoming over- specialized; calling for a consideration of"su-- J
, .

. .

stale before'stWstics, courage, as well, as managerial knowhow.

. -., .

,

,
-..

The primary concern that Dr. Bonham returned again and again to-was'the
. 4

ingapplicatton of the egattarian impulse in higher-education planning.'

In his concluding remarkshe Oid: "The necessary social equilibrium

will ultimately,not be serV2by the-public belief that every human is
-

equal in talent leverybodyelse, that maintaining quality is best
'

defined by dividing the-n'atio* educational goods equally, among all...

To maintein'academic quality, you will need toenergize your best ,

resources and develop a social philosophy which may notLA.3ays be

poitically.attractive 0 make front-page news, and to defend the nation

that there is nothing immoral, about identifying and rewarding exceptional

talent. Above all, you must devise better ways to make the student the
. ,

ultimate centerpiece of your work'," and not the system andcoordinating

.'
.-

.

framer within which you must work." / c_

'

4.
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TiSUES BEFORE T4E STATE,BOAROS

As several speaker's at the conference, observed, State boar ,stand in

unique and uniquely important position. As mediators egn the

institu9s.and the politicians, state boardsare the single most dis-:

11,

interested party in what is already in some caiesbecething a hitter

struggle for survival. Boarde'dOility.to mainin their independence,

and to plan for end protect the'quality,-diyersity, and' access in their-

-states' higher educatizial systems is of central importance,,
'e

I ,
A primary .concern 'that uhderlay.almost all discoSions of statewide,

W

. boards the 'next decade revolved around the realization,ihat it would

be both difficult and necessary .to strik new collaborative relations

with Institutions while-at the same time providing meaningfuljeader-
-

ship -- leadership that will be a good deal determined by legislative

and axecutiA pressures. Collaborative planning, goal determination.
, .

..;' 4

and evaluation were all
vl*
ewed as desirable but also as hard to achieve--"-

iR a
.

period when statewide needs and in needs may be at odds.
,-

..
.

The fostering of-institutionaI autonomy, vigor and quality was seen as

threatened.by contemporary political imperatives for accountability,

A 1

cost-effectiveness and cost cutting. New requirements to incorporate

a great variety nontraditional poiWlecondary iristitutions, programs

.

and students into a well-articulated statewide higher educational

system.complicat the task` enormously.

.

Boards' abilities to respond effectively to the new realities, to under-

take meaningful statewide planning and mount appropriate program reviews

will obv4ously require7p understanding and mastery of many complex

issues. 'These issues 7.- the great majority bf which surfaced during the

.

4
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etas

seminar.z=*wifl

delivered papers and

sA.S"'

;

d and *discuied bel ow. As both those. who
lob

41cipIrticipited in ite panel,Sessfons
. J

,

touched on Many4imf1a tdoverlapping'concerns,/:there will bt no

i
1,:

attempt_o eport-sevall g y bn each session., .

i...)
-

* '_ ,,:4-----:
, ,

eo;eeding, as 'it were, "from the-outer, maofo-pol4cy shell to the
,

.,-.4 . ;
.

inner, more technica-Ltorel tilt mostaliefft cdneerns discussed during
.

.,

the sessions were the "f61144i4:

s
. Summary of Concerns

- ,

7,
-- I,

'1. Student; slid vs. Institutional Aid; .A fundamentat:issueis S.he pbsture

which the state board will take in regard to institutional-change,and

.

adaptation.to evolving social-needs. ,Either the board can sgo the so-

called fre t market routkof.promotIn ilgreased state aid to students,
0 .

-letting changes emerge as stmdens vote with their feet, or the board

Can advocate more state:intervention and seek to obtain -state goals of

qualitx, diversity', access, and chtAre by promoting institutional aid,

and a strong hand t7itselolf in'planning and progilm review.

Th ,free market route seemspniititilly. attractiy r no one hasfto

. .

take the blame for grim results such as institutional closures. But
.

it depends on a variety of-factdrs, suCh as.acifurate and well -disseminated,

. 4 '
information, fair competionand an extreitely well-worked out student

t-t .

assistance program. ,

of ultimately. benign
.

hand" may be no more

veri,'with al these factors in place, the assumptions

outcomes to the workfngs of Adam Smith's "invisible
'614 4.

justified in the educational domain.tharr they'

earlier were sin the. econorfric

f /
9.% 1

, ...1, ..* .

The other alternative, leateiAtervention, raises ilCerproblems. r*lip

A

-....
Part-icularfy during periods of retrenchment, the state r- ole can easily

. '
*,

,. 0 . .

,.-
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%ecome viewed as negative and J!latory. State experiments with

.

. .

the 4e of positive inceptive: _reguite rare:in.poitsecondary education,

and may be popVically-suspect because state funds must usually be
h. ,

Viet° explicit progrgs, approved tmadVance..

Even though,

intervention

both kinds.

to theory, a state should opt for the market model -or the
a.

model, 'ire priaiceinost states undertake, activities of

we include brief thention of-"the issues heremerely to ,show.
.

.

that the remaining discussions of planning and progam review must not
. .

,,.

be thought,tolpre-empt the coverage's of all state spproaches
.

to, .
... . , . -:,

institutional change. .

4
v.

4

e '

2.. Current Issues in State Planning: Assuming, then, that,a state Ward
;
seeks-1 pursue state goals in.Postsecondary education by active -i-at..-

venAton, whit are some ff the issues tilae.need to be addressed?

;John Folger's "Notes on Planning," 'can besumerized as follows;

a. Planning for retrenc1iment7will not be popular at the
* .

igistitutiopai

. Nearly 9'0 percent of the states will need to Uddertake some

form of retrenchment planning for their public institutions.

Academic planning has not-been-effectively related to fCal

pldnning and budgetipginl%most.states.

. State level aCadeMic planning- has genera% been separated

from institutional acaddmic,planning--

e. State leveadademicplanntng has given inadequate attention

to the evaluation of programs.

f. Most planning acti'ities have given very little attention.to

manpower issues, except in, high-cost, high:demand'fields like

the health professions.

44
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g. T here is a great need for accurate information for planning,

especially during time'of retrenchment. Trhis.point as

strongly emphasized in one of the other' sessions, where thdJ

Carruthirs/Orwig paper was presented.)

3. Differentiation of Function: A prime element inmost state p4ns

seeking to promote diversity, access, choice and Qualityality in state
e

systems of postsecondary education is some suggested pattern of

1*

dtfferentiation of function. This patterii must go far beyond assign-

ing diverse institutional roletand scope statements with some degree.

of specificity fo r a time frame of three to five years. 'It most.6rapple
. ,

.

.with an give coherence to a whole package of related matters: student

admission, transfer and articulation standards; tuition '`wee= patterns

meshed with student

-salary, teaching l

d programs; possibly differentials in faculty
4

d and research retiNfiies and certainly a careful

program'review process (discussed further below)'which correlates

kogram evaluation to.assigned rolevand scope. ,

4. The Question of Quality: Crosely related to the cultivation of

differkntiated fynctions is the question of,defining academic quality.

In addiVoh to emphasizing the institutional model.-- e.g. the "flagship

university" -= to bolster high-quality.in its traditional sense, as

( eloquently "urged by George k onhaM, state boards need develop alter-

\ :
, 0

native modelsoof quality which foster institutional pride, the striving e

for excellence and program growth in institutions of varying missiejis.

The idantifiCation of excellence of function as opposed to excellence

of institutions was suggested as a conceptua approach to the problem:
.

Mention. was also made of the.need to dexelop more knowledge about con-

ceptslof value-added as an aid to defihing,quality.

-4



5.; The need for Comprehensive State Planning, linked to other related
4

activities. In the Millard address and in severanAl.discussions, the

value ;f broad-gaged state planning kis stressed. Millard, urged that

it include the total postsecondary educational resources Of a state - --

public, private and proprietary: He alsO pointed to the need for state --
..

L t

wolanning to be-s-ensitive to the impact of federal programs, -developcents
5 .

'in elemeltary/secondary education acid collective bargaining processes.

1
Panel sessions also emphasized the need for the planning process to deal

.

with pcoblems such as the following:

\ ,

a. The changing nature of tie student body -- part time /full, time

ratios; growth in adult learners and decline in traditional

age groups. The consequences of these trends for FTE counts,

inst,ltutional and state financing, and program justification

and elimination must be pursued.

7

b. The whole series of issues connected with adult and dihitinu-

c

ing education, vocational education an education by outp-of-
,

tat-e institutions. .Examination of'the financing, program

evaluation, creditworthiness, licensure and regulation of

these differing programs must be undertaken.

The complex arena of faculty development and evaluation,

though some present felt that this was not an appropriate'

issue for state board intervention.

d. The Promotion of interinstitutional cooperation, through

consortia, state-sanctioned regionalization of interstate

compacts..

1w9
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, '.,- 6.. The Pol4ttcs of,Planning: Presumably any'state board entering

activities such as-rple and scope-planning and program review has an
4

. 4

4

appropriate juridical'base for ,he- exercise of such powera, but a

question arises about the politics of planning. Mostly

remarkable by its absence at the conference was any sefous treatment
% .

qf the political constraints do academic planning or programrevieW.

wil

One Interesting disculsion which did occur raised the issue of the

.posgIble dangers to the immunities normally granted academic programs

from direct state accountability which might result from ovfrly

successful efforts to integrate academic planning and program review

0
With budgeting. In theory such integration seems eminently logical;

in practice, it might resqjt_in thrusting state political persdnatites

deep into academic program areas where normal state .budgeting has"ot

previously carried them. C7 early this ^ also an issue worth more.

careful thought.

a

strands of disagreement of each of the four aspects of program review.,

7. Finally, the purposes, iteria, processes and powers =of program

review.''The ainount of discussi n related to various aspects of this

broad topic fully justified its number one rating on the Barak pre-
.

conference survey of interests.

1
.1)

One'could detect, amidst all the spirited give-and-take, sev4tal major..
.

Copcerningkurposes, many partiCApent,Ofarned_that while program, review

is obviously one of the many tools of retrenchment, fit should be

approached in its broader positive difneniions, as an aid to institutiodar
,

and system self-renewiTA-Unfortunately, the sestIondid not afford

sufficient time

_

to-expTore this challenge thoroughly.

# t
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Coate 4ing erijell, there

.

was .some disagreement' between those

/
who. tresse4.the state board role in evaluating program quality (some

. .., I
,.

even. insisting that quality could be applied As an independent criterion

And those who felt that need, -cost,.prqductivity, 'duplication and
... .

t .

other criteria were equally important, and In any case, had to be

looked at in conjunctioti with quality before sound,judgments could

.

Cohderning proctsses, opinion divided between those who favored a
-.I .

,

,

major role for the state board stiff and/or outside consultants and those.
A vr.

who felt, that institutional participation was crucial. .Also-raised were

the re4ated,iissues of the relative desirability of lateral (horizontal)
,

vs. institutional (vertical) reviews and oiNgd-hoc v? cyclical, patterns.

Also discussed in the context of pro6esses were:the needs of assuring

due procesi and of develdping incentives for institutional self-
,

'evaluation of programs. 9 ,

Fin411y, codcerning powersthere was a polite lut fjrm disagreement

'between those who felt that the state board or state government should
4

have final' authority for grogram decisions, and those who felt `these
, -

_ . it
ic crucial academic judgments had to_remain:wth the institutions.

.

.,... 6

It was generally agreed that muth more remained to belearned about

both the costs and tht benefits of program review. It was pointed out

that even though some reviews of existing programs resulted mostly-in

cosmetic changes the symbolic aspects of the reviews may have some

valueLfoi highereducation with -persons/in state government.'

A preliminary draft cif a monograph on state level review of academic

programs by Robert Barak and Robert Berdahl was estributed at the
- . 4

conference with the final versions to be made available fromdEP later

- in 1977.

21
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARK

% . - . .

Warren Hill; Executive'Director,44Education 'Corrrnission of the States

,
kr' ., ..," ,,

. .

It woul4 be easy to be negative, about all of ;the problems I've

heard disc sed and to conclude that we aren't doinetoo well. It's ..

-true that not-everything-we.do is perfect and we could go hart)

l!pity_poor us, we're in impossible assignments" attitude. We could,c
agree that:-

V1 don't know what ality is

- Wi darl't kn ow..how assure equfity
.

- We don 't know how/toplan, or whom tci plan with'6

to votri.duplication or phase out programs

or Institutes

We don't know how to measure what we are doing, or to relate"

- We don't know h

our outcomes to costs

These, however, are not my conclusiorrs. No one claims to be

perfect in what he of she is doing but the 'evidence is clear that we

are4lealing with these problems and with corTsiderable/degrees of

success. Half the battle -is In being able to 'defirne thg prOblem - and

yotrare way past that stage. You have at this conference shared inform,

tion, insights, strategies, that bring cohsiderabli benefit each of
,

i.
yo What do t cOncltide? 7--

____

\
, , - That central agencies 'are fifiding increasingly productive

r.

e .

ways tf working withkboth the other educational components

and the po Vical leadership. We k finding Common

objectives and.moving together( partftularly in our york

with political leaders.

en.

1.1
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: We are increasingly aware of the need - at all bevels -

0 .1
ror-accurap And drefully definedefined information,. i4la're
..

l P I,
. 0 ,

learning how to beat use it, share it and disseminate,it.

z We.havvdemonstrated p1nfl4fig and analytical skills and we

can fentifythe viable policy options available to decision-
.

i
. mAers.. .

t--

We can accept changed conditions and still.be effective.

Let me s d. you'home wtti these thoughts.

- emember that people and institutions. hear what the want to
...-

6

4

4,

hear: .14 makes a difference whose ox is being gored. We

'need to be more specific.

- Bad proposal.s tend to-live on. They-are harder to kill

than a snake on'soft ground.

--Quality tends to be in the eye. of the` beholder - If I'm

doing Ti, 41111ity../ We n to establish agreed

upon criteria before assessments are made.

- Money does make a Ofference.(Aot always, but usually

you')1 get lots'of arguments that it won't.

- Those who resent your existence'art the same ones who wish
4

to have you champion their causes.

- The critical decisions affecting higher education are more

air

,

a

.. ,, .

,, ,

apt to be made ili legislativehalfs and in Congress than

theyare -on campus - and y66-;impaet can be most.significini-,

. _ ( r ' A

,

(

lr'because of that.

- Be proud of what you do. You are engaged in a complex, difficult,,

necessary and valuable activity. To the extent that you do your,
. s .

work well; you will increase 6pportunity, maintain a nd extend,,

quality, and make it difficu t for political leaders to make ' .

4/1'uninformed and indefensibl 'decisions.,

2 3 IV-4
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,V. POSSIBLE FUME AGENDA TEMS

On the basis of his observation of the conference discussions,,Robert

Berdahl then presented the followifig iterilsto beiconsidered as-possible

agenda for future action:
IP

1. The first fibsiness at hand will obviously-be a formal evalua-
%

tion Of the success of this conference. Evaluation sheets were coil

during this session. (Reactions of the participants turned out to be

.
extremely favorable).

\ Au
2. If the-confeence is judged successful, discussions should be

undertaken with SHEEO, IEP, and about 'bolding another one within a

year. Lndications are of positive support so long as a new separate

organization with all its paraphenalia is not created.

3!;-> What.wouid be pdssble,:short of a formal structure, would be

F =to develop a se parate directory of state academic and program officers --

with or without a choicvorseveral such persons to be spokespersons to

. SHEEO, IEP and EC5.

/

4. Issues identified in this summary or by other means could be
_-

linked up with interested academic and program staff, and some of these

special interesI groups could form "committees of correspondence" to : ).

exchange ideas and res'arCh in between meetings.

5. Alternatively or i5 additiorl,:meetings of academic and program

staff in the various-Fegionscould be encouraged, especially in regions

not now served by interstate compacts; SHEEO or IEP could-be urged to

play.a cataV lytic' role.
.

_
. .

B. Some central office -- peihaps EdS.--_ could berequested to
110

maintain a roster of outside peer review consultantsused,by various_

.

state Ideally withisome mode of confidential evaluation of their

. performance.

(

24 ?
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7. Some thought should be directed by this

)

group or SHEEO to the

advantages and disadvantaged of the suggestion of one participant -to

add an out-of_.state agency staffer to an otherwise professional program
. .

revie team. this presumably would lead to some balance of criteria'

judging prograMs but'could also raise other problems.

8. This conference -- as a starter --'was overloaded with topis

4 .

to help get a-broad ster of identified problms and p"atial,resources --;* %

II
.,.

while being largely confined to academic planning and prograh officers. :

Pdrhaps both were ne to eStablisha territc Butif future megtings *

are d- ided eration should be given to the desirability of prop-

ing feer problems at greater depth, and'Of inviting
_in
in more "outsiders" .

.

. ..

as re-soiirce people (not participants) to discuss interfaces of planning
.

and pro am review. Such outsiders might be representatives of public
"\

pri'vate a4propitetary institutions as well as interested state and
.

I.'

federal politicians and their key staff members. - S

9: If t is "networking" proved helpful to state academic planner

gram review officers, it might also be useful for others. Su

networks for financial officers,and others in state agencies might be'

developed.

a

.
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Ladies and Gentlemen:

IEP Seminar"
Keystone Lodge
July 18, 1977
George W. Bonham

Unlike the folks you 'ran around With, my fi-iends are a rather
t

-

--.

,./simpleminded lot, and they,believe almost anything I tell them. When I--
. .

revealed to one of my associatesthaI was going out to Colorado to -

address a SHEEO /ECS /IEP seminar, he,,assumed that I was going to lecture
(4

/the National War College on the strategic importance of the Cruise missile.
2 . *

.

I obviously did not wish to disappoint.him, leaving his own imagination 4

intact, andxplained that he Sim ply couldn't understand the itportance

' of it'ali. 4=.--..,:

As a magazine editor, I hive, of course, a mole than passing interest
. .

sikl the campaign for the-use of plain English. I'm afraid that anyone now-

wishing to enter the labyrinthian ways of the academic must not only watch
. .

their P's and Q, but also carry around a dictionary of the one ,thousand .

,

most imp rtadt academic acronyms. I might tell you that I happen to

represe t a multiple organization called ECFACPS/CMP. (Of course.NCHPS

sounds really much better!') for those dot sufficiently hip on such matters,

I shall explain -- but orfly once -- that this stands s-Fa- the Educational

Change Foundation-Change Magazine-Change Professional Services- Change

Magazine Pressriall of which obligations take far too muc time for me to

leave much m oth to spoof those wh2 maltreat the'Englis language.

I do not fhlt government employees any-more on this score than others

fn Amer4can life. Anyone who misbehaves in my office is consignid to one

month 's w
\.

th of reading college news releases. It 16 almost instant 4

cure, ,but lye some clinical.insight into thii form of foo -in-mouth
, , -7. ', - S

.

disease. I remember, some time in the late sixties, when the presjdent
7

of Princeton University wrote a letter to the Princeton alumni. , "You are

probably aware," he began, "that we have been expel-fencing very considerable',

potentially explosive, expressions of dissatisfaction on issues only

1
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4

partially rela ' Well, he meant that the students had given-his

college a bad time I recall fresident.Franklin Roosevelt's reaction.

to-a 1942 government ciconcerning blackouts. It said:

14

Such preparations shall be hal as will completely
:bscoreall Federal buildings and non-Fideral
buildings occupied by the Federal government during

,an air raid for any period of timeixpevisibility
by reason of internal or external illumination.0

"Tell that," Roosevelt said, ?that in buildings,wherethey have'to ,

keep the work going'to pdt something across the windows."

I think that one of t)le characteristics of time is that the

,--

.4perts -- and you certainly belong to that elite group -- tend to kivi(

'more and more about less and less. Martin Trow(has written elsewhere

about the private and public lives of academics. My own semse of this

field would tempt me to dissect the academy even further, into.st411

smeller pieces. There are semiautonomous miniworlds in higher

education, which exist pretty much within their own coteries,. and'

touch aac'ent worlds all the.may"from.frequently to only rarely.

Your world is the role of the states in the improveMent and oversight

of education beyond the high school. Even withinlyour own staffs, you

tend to develop further groups and subgroups. We have many such worlds

in the academy, giTIwould hesitate to -count them all.. The4-are the

worldsrlds of student admissions, financial aid, medical and,engineering

education, biomedical research, university management, student personnel,

.

* fund-raiking, consortia, church edAtion, bodies, student union officeri,

'`,
' , .

.

. and alumni relations.
..

Each by now is an integral and relatively large 1,
-.,

. ,

subeworld'of its own. You will nedoubt hive noticed -that I have not

even referred to the scholarly societies, to faculty..organizatidns,

college athletics,or, to that most unique and most influential group-

of al) -- Change Maga2ine subscribers!

43 .)
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ThWfragMent.ion ofNEkhOwledge, of initiatives, and of

responsibilities, is.a nec4ssary if lamentable.part of modern life :1

We should no slime, however,' that it does not interpose serious hurdle

larger nderstanding of the issues, let alone the shape of the

future. When I was a young man in the infantilii during Wortd-War It,

mar4hing across Germany, I always assumed that my superior officers,
.

and certainly the general in charge of my'division,-knew the plans and

ob tives of the entire campaign on the Western flank. Only much later

did I learn that

of the campaign.

even they were conce with only a limited sector

its growing_tendency towards- the expert specialist in higher

education is not only do American phenomenon, though the sheer size of

our own system makes this probably more necessary.. Lastyweek I'returned

from Svieden, which in the entire country enrolls less than 35,000 post,

secondary students, and supports a teaching staff of seven thousand,

And yet, what struck me in my visits with the government agency responsible

'
-for higher education was that as soon as the conversation veered from

the area of one's particular responsibility, the response was, Nell,

I'm not quite sure aboit that. You'll redly have to ask the o-and-so

Bureau.abeut that:°, What was the total government budget in all forms.

of higher and continuing education in Sweden, I asked? Most of the

,experts I interviewed at the Swedish Board4f Universities could give me-
(

no precise figures on the matter. Nor were they in any way.emigj rassed

that they could not,. One would have thought, of course, that the
. 0 .

guiOpelvapproach ioorganizi education tipper one centralized ministry

would avoid this'kind of.refraction of general knowledge

fieel.: But this does not seem to be the case.

t
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Nor is it made easy in this country to have a sufficient national

overview of academic matters to liake the kinds of sagacious obsz ye-

tiont.which would encompass the value systems and interests of t

country as a whole. Nonetheless, I belieVe that such generalists, even

if small 4n number, are absolutely necessary. David Riesman, with a

literally encyclopedic knowledge of higher education sociology, is

unique in this country, if-notite world. John Gardiier learned

about education, I suspect, by heading the 1964 White House Conference

on Education, than after 11 years with the Carnegie Corporation. Frank

Newman, a remarkably spright and vigorous critic of higher education,
.

I . \
had occasion to take on .this.national focus withthe help of two federal

<1.
_

task forces on academic reform. He is now doingvenance by having to

4

ww,

run a state university, which is quite a different matter from being a
c

national critic`. Clark Kerr would'never have gained his bird's eye

knowledge of higher education At-the-University of California/- It took

a $6 milifon national commission to elevate him to a sufficiently high -

observation post to see the entire academic firmament. I know that

critics have'taken after the Carnegie Commission for not dealing with
F

issues of learning content. While this is a debatable issue, I wouland

have arpAd That the very existence of the Clommission made possible the

coming together of varied talents,I-Kpo couldfor once take sufficient

time and sufficient reflection to look at American higher education as

,a whole.

Having .said all that, I come to the mattgr of quality, :vid its

maintenaqce in the face of innumerable threats, of Which the scarcity

of public funds is, only one. <'i would not presume to prescribe to you,

a single formula, i particular break-through approaCh;to one of the

35
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fundamental questions which'faces you in edbcation as.it does others

elsewhere around the country. I would wager thattthe*ame kind of

dentral question is being asked -- or at 'least oupt tp be asked --

by our armed forces, byithe United States Ristal Service, by Amtrak,

by various hosPital corporations, byjurists, by our leading scientists,

and, indeed, by anyone sufficiently interested in the quality of public

services. It is an extraordinarily difficult question to answer. It

,

entails issues relating to public mord14Xy, to social sensibilitieir to

money, to citizens expectation$, to consumer demand, and even to
.

definjtions of language. What quality are ige talking about? Intellectual

quality? Qualities of. human pe tions? Social sensitivities? Personal

insights? Qualities of reaspn? Or commitment? Qualities of sheer

heart and compassion?

I '
Recently I. spoke before a small:inner city Catholic college, which

had just lost its accreditation. "Mr. Bonham," asked one department

chairman, "how ,o we maini'ain quality in th)s institution and still stay

alive?" Well, it was obvious that here wasndi a mini-Harvard. But

perhaps its own sense of what qualities were worth preserving were more

salient to the needs of its particular comniZnity. If that college

could teach its students marketable skills, -some soda) sophistication

which spoke to humanistic values, and the respect of others, could

teach that attacking old people and raping helpless women in that

urban jungle'were clearly be their own sense of dignity and simply

contemptuous -- if these matter* could be taught and leiimed, did not
,*

this bring a quality of education-to this comOulty thit was somehow at

least as worthy as 700 SAT scores%and being-a shoo-in for Yale Law

School?
L
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-

These e the issues bound to the Eternal questions of'human

,- ,,,.

worth. They need to be discussed in e*Iry state and every community

where people still care.about the improvement of human life. (In this

JPconnects n, I like very much the effort of the state education agency

't of Tennessee to develop a series of definitions of goals and qdality,

which ft-Ashes,both studeitts and institutions of learning to reac-,

,

out to. Not everyone will agree with their definitions. The effort,

is the important thing.) (r- .

&
, The issue of m ntaining quality in a-period of leveling is as-pld

.t, .

a question as America_itself. Foreign observers such as DeTocqueville

and Gunnar Myrdal hayt seen with particular acuiness this particular

--,-...._,

tension between our search for excellence and the need to equalize

opportunities. We still tend to believe in generaltthat one can be,

equal and superior at the same time, that the potential .for human.

growth is only bounded by the given opportunity, and, of course, access

thereto.

e-

3"
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, 41e ate now in one of those periods where this sentiment towardsr
equalizing through wider actess to higher learning runs particularly

strong. It was` not always so: Thomas Jefferson, in his Notes on

Virginia,, made a plan for'elementary schooling, by which,_ he said,

"twenty of the best geniuses will be raked from the rObbish annually."1-
,

Jefferson returned several times to this theme of rigorous intellectual

- selection, notably in hts "Bill for the More General Diffusion of
C.

Knowledge."

The American attitude towards intellectuality has alwayi been .

tmbiguous, to say.the least.' Were one to ask average Americans about

the leading intellectual ii is inthis country, I doubt that they

could name anyone beyond perhaps Margaret Mead and,Eric Hoffer. SO

itAs clearly not the kind of quality of xcellence that lies just

beneath the public consciousness., Jacques Barzun, in his4The House

of Intellect, puts this peculiarly rican ambiguity this way: "Since

it is seldom cleay whether intellectual activity denotes a superior

mode of being or a vital deficiency, &pinion swings between consider-
/

ing intellect a privilege and seeing it as a handicap. As a privilege
6

it must be assailed, as a handicap it seems so'easily remedied that it

is_scorned. In neither phase is the feeling whole and assured; for the

attack and the derision alike testifyto a quality that gives no hq)d

--to" the philanthropic impqfse. This is why the 'egghead' and the 'grind'

are not pitied, ike the physical cripple, eten though all three'are

deemed miscarriages of nature. Intellect is bibs simuttaneousfy looked

. up to, resented, envied, and regarded with COld'sontempt.

So much, then, for the American view o intellect. The connective

tissue between the celebration of the mind-and-academic quality is,

of, course,'intimateand apparent to most people in academic 114, or



4
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it Auld at least appear. But"ho matter bow we cane to define Vhose

human qualities that strve:both private and public ends, we have on the

.whole ignored one fundamental law of physics,. which applies in, national-

-- destinies as well; When you freely_fhtermIx the rich with,thepoOr,

t

- ;

high pressure with a vacuum vessel, high density with low density,

:concentrated color with.clear quid,what you end up with is something

in between. in the sociological idiom, those eretofore-less fortune

are thus largely benefiting from that "somethi g in between", while.

those once high in the saddle suffer a definite decline in the quality
r 9'

of whatever it is they are now engaged in.

I recently watched a televisibn documentary on the rural health

delivery system iNigeria. The health minister was under great pressure

from his few foreign-trained medical specialists to have th-egoverritherit '

pay for ever more costly medical research_ and laboratory equipment.

Nigeria's handful of elite medical specialists all work in Lagos, and

they were used to expedt the'best technology from their training in
, .

England and the United States. The health turned them all down.

Nor for ten years at least, he said, could he afford'new elect::'

microscopes and radiation equipment. The public investment was to be

mdde in 250 nee rural health clinici, primitive but effective, because,

T
as he said, " ,are going to divide what little have among all-our

? people, and n t only those who can afford-the high fees-of Lagos

'specialists." For him, quality meant.mipImal hedlth care for the millions,

not maximal, 20th century medicine for the few.

The dilemmas which.you face in your daily plannineare really not all

that 4ifferent, at least in 911inciple. if you are going to have open

access for virtually all high school graduates (andswhyyt adult non-

high schoolers ?), you are not(Oing to reach a per capita 'quality

B-8
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OUcation in 100,0006studentsochat you could have achieved for five

thousand s;:Ants twenty years ago. And neither the quali'ty of that

total education, nor Mii.average quality of thC new entering students,.

can be as high as it was tvinAecades ago for the elite few. To say
- (

Otherwise Is not to face matters Squa rely.

I have only one quarrel with the concept that mass and class are

social ideals towards which one should constantly strivj, even though

their total fulfillment would seem unlikely; or in fact practically

ti
warranted. My quarrel lies not with the evolving facts in the matter,

but with an overbearing proclivity of p ublic administrators*to conftise

statistical perfection for eduCational quality. We are bow so encumbered

by procesies, management information systems, and efforts to perfect

a!5ountability, that we often forget that one ounce of social courage

may-very well be worth a pound'Of managerial know-how. When, last ;Ar,

we published a Major financial analysis on the fiscal state of higher

education, no one thought of asking,'.including ourselves, how much this

management of-resources had affected academic quality. To be sure, it is

good news that colleges are now better balancing their budgets. That

makes them heroes in the eyes of coordinating boards and legislatures

and governorss. But what, may I ask, has been given pp? What is worth
, 4 ,

preserving, and what his been ldst?.

The dilemma also appears in other forms. There'are a number of

states with which I am personally acquainted, who used to,mainain one--

first-te, flagship research university4 and below that a healthy

roster of w(:) and four-year colleges. That flagship university was

soon competing against an ambitious major statesollege turned state -1

university, and then a third'and a fourth. The race for equality was

on, and It was perfectly agreeabip to the politica' leaders, of course.
r
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The subsequent leveling.took its preditfable course. What we now have
i

'

in manywstates is a marshmellow system of academic instittions, none of

0 -

them topflightand none of them very bad. Nobody after all is supposed

,,
to deserve better than anybody else. Thus, the state formula, pure and

.
..,

.

r

of x--Jgoljars for each ivalentlull-time student has become'a

sturdy and politically< tractive moduS operandi.'

The problem wit all of this is that human talents do not follow

these political sent -rats. It is simply not in fact true that a state's

investment.in t omputer programmer for an associate .of arts

S
degree should cost the ame as.thatfor.a molecular physicist, a lawyer

or an architect. And I ask myself this: ,If the political process were.,

a Tittle more logical than it would andshould'it not be argueAted that-
.

we candr'aw away a bit on oar per student investments in the-lower

reaches and add some incremental budgets in favor of one or two research,

universities, or specialized liberal artrs schOols, or other academic

ventures in which the peopl at state haOpen to have a pafticular

interest?

- t
,One-9fthe best of the state chanctlors, who'recentli retired from -

one of the top state systems in the country, recently 7Ztte me as follows:
41,

When my,state-dectded to:Proaden the opportunity

. for higher education, itJrst established-a
community college system:'Ibe community colleges
were basically an extension of high school.

-leachers yereorequired to be certifie4=and were
thereby gpated with high, school teachers -as

to salary. From otlisa; facts it was clear' that

unit costs of education were to be less'than
,the unit cost of the univOsity effort at the
lower division. These differences constituted
a clear case of differentiation'based on an

.
-elitist concept. I between these,

.institutions, both through erminology of
' designating the two older: universities as

"griduate research centers" and establishing
funding concepts which'recognized the need for
richer funding of the Centers. But prtissures

have eroded-thfs-concept, and the concepas
to the equitynd validity-of this funding

V
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process were again opened. My impressiaffiis-that

-once the question was opened, numbers became .

powerful and the two older institutions are in
a minoritybin many ways. The democratic process
resulted in a narrowing of:the differentiation....
I remain puzzled why weisinsiat,upon winners
and losers and,ranktngs In the world of sports
and then claiy.everyone is equal in intellectual
activities. Those of-'us in education play a game
of pretend and I would be something-Tess than

.

realistic to advocate that we abandon the
rules of the game....The extension of educational
opportunity is a positive good and'should'not
be retracted. My question is_whether it cannot
be delivered-to some groups al a lower cost
in order to restore the excellence in at,least
limited areas.

--NI think that there you have ft:in a nutshell.

Let me illustrate this dilemma in another ite now know enough

through research of the learning process and student environments, of

what provides an optimum setting for learning. And'yet, public agencies

aitt invariably ignore_the eyidence'and act to the contrary. Tei

illustrate: We knoW that, generally speaking, smaller and more intimate

learnihg settings are incrementally important in making- the largest

tear:firing difference for a student. "(et, state platkner cademic and
.

political leaders opt for larger and larger camRus- uniis. Research shows

that private institutions on the whole repragnt better settings.in terms

of developing 34ective aspects of learning than publicinstItutions.
.

The trend is obviously to the ipposite. Research shows that residential,
-,

colleges are ftpsdPerior to commuting campuses in achieving significant

changes in student behavior and socializatio n. And yet,underpr'ivileged

students, who would seem to benefit mostfromsuch influences, are less

exposed to residential settings than those from the middle class.

And so it goes, The difficulties -Of relating educational research

to public policy are weld known and need no elabration by me. But it

.

does illustrate the seeming inability of political and semipolitical

institutions to ldok at the research evidence as a means for determininga J
.
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pdblic policy. I have the Oghest respect for the'extrAorUinary

complexities of state government.% State coordinating bo4eds,
//

". I have7a1ZZiWought, find. themselves in a particularly unfortunate

never-never land. They stand between.the executive and legislative

branches of government and academic institutions, but they,have no

political constituencies of their own,
$
are damned for being in the I'

pocket of the academics or in the packets of the politicos. It must

surely seem to many Among you as a no-win situation,.

And yet, I think there are beginning to be opportunities for a

more creative transition from thejlast decade's application of

managertalism to higher education, to a concern over the next decade

of how to best translate avaiable dollArs into maximal benefits
I

individual rather than' institutional needs. How this is to be done

is foftunateltnot in my province Ursay. Rut here are some'essehtial

elements that must be preserved an/ better attended to.in the future:

The first is the principle thatisthe best kind of government it

still minimal government. If you deprive imaginative academic

institutions of the natural initiatives that spring-forth from their

own, creative wellsprings, you will have in your stktes exactly. what

1
you deserve: marshmallow routinizRd education.

Secondly, you must make a daily, conscious effort to deal with' .

educational substance, since, but the very definition of your function,
-

.

success largely lies in dealing with'what can be most easily, measured,.

rather than what can not.

Thirdly, we shall arrive again in this country at the point where

people will ask the qualitative questions about human accomplishments.

they are already being asked in terms of leiels of literacy. They wi ll

_

s
R
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)soon 'be asked terms of other issues, such as private and public
4

o -
morality,-and the development of collaborative as opposed to competitive

'
'human beings. You voll be asked to ericOurage human flexibility as well

as human potential; human ,compassion as well as professional expertise,
-

public morality instead of public brutality.

This
1 a

country,will have to turn some, crucial corners within the
.

.-

00±''
lifetimes of your students. These years will only vaguely. resemble

. t
,

the years paSi.i The tecesSary social equilibrium Will ultimately nate
\served by the public belief that every 'human is equal` in talent to

.
everybody else, .that maintain* quality is best defined by dividing a

nation's eduational goods equally among all. Some players on the world

stage are more equal,than others,andilwill need to 1-deify the
)

beg

and the 'brightest from evecdalk of life, from every station and every
N1/4

.

,

-
nook and cranny of our society. To maintain 'academic quality,-you- _

J -
will-need:to energize your ,best, resources, and develop a social philosophy

which may not always be politically. Atractive or make fr'ont-page news,

.Wand to defendthe niatiorTthat`there is"nothing immoral about identifying-

t and rewarding e.;tceptfonal talent. Above all, you must devise better ways
- I

c .

e ultimate cent

rk within rihich

to make the studen
v'4

. system a d coordinating'
1 .

monthly statistics con,tti-a thousand huMan_ tales, ea different from -
-IP .4

of your-work, and not the
-

must- work. Your,

the other. - -Asia public servant, You should be res,peicsive to these \

conVmers who s .bdth your judge aryf beneficiary.1

..

I have no 43.1oubi' that tour responsibilities.ides. will be the burdensome
t-t , ,

in, the year's ahead.- But tliey'could also be more creative, and more

satisfyi-ng. -1fo11--and'your:colleaiu'es are'largely resPonsible -far one

ibird of our -n41Ona investment in_frigher leardifig. .More'Of our national

suture dep-eads on you than yoli have prob.ibly Imagined.
.

r. toy .

t
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AND

Democracy, .untutored and unfettered, soon 'enough turns into a
1, e

mob and anarchy. It mill be that cruciaa_ margin of excellence that

-zooid make" the difference. I .think we are entering a new era of social

I

balancing, and youftw411' ndedoll your wits about You to priserve'what

is best, along with. what is basic ill a democratic setting.
.
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ISSUES OF STATEWIDE CONCERN IN HIGHER EDUCATION\

?dor to this,seminar on academic Affairs, Bob Barak Circulated a

questionnaire to determinehat the major areas of interest or concern'

among the academic officers in state higher educatimagencies currently.

are, In some respects the results are not surprising. The, issues

ranged from program review with highest priority closely followed br

I

7 academic quality to imp ct of federal programs on state operations.,

.Most of these issues ar being addressed in various sessions ofIt4e

seminar. What I would like to do this evening is step back a bit and

ask what is'a more fundamental question, for on the answer or answers

to it may depend the possibility of state level academic officers

asking any questions at all. The unsteady state or the time of uncertainty,

I would suggest, applies not only to higher and postsecondary educatidnal

institutions but to coordinating and governing structuresas well. The

critical'question may well be whether existing coordinating and governing

structures are 5guate deal with the changing conditions, the unsteady

state, and the time of uncertainty.

I

..,Such questiont about the adequacy of existing' coordinating and governing

structures are being aged across the country.. The oldest coordinating

board, tht New York Board of Regents, along with the existing institu-

tional structures in the State of New York have been untier review by the

Wessell Commission. While 23 states between 1971and 1975 modified their

'state higher education agencies, the rate of such review and modificayion

seems.,to be increasing. Six states. during the 1976 legislative session

considered, but did riot adopt, changes from coordinating to consolidated

goverriing boards. .In,Colorado the legislative'joint budget committee in

1976 directly took over from the coordinating board the function of budget

ti

develoliment and review for higher education. Although new legislation-this

4
.
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-session has modified the earlier action a major legislative study-of

higher educational structure has been authorized. In the neighboring

state of Nebraska legislation has Been gassed that assigns directly to

the legislature and its commtttees,thetask of determining institutional_
role and scope. Connecticut has just adopted new legislation modifying

the coordinating board structure and increasing its powers. a series

of other states from Michigan to Alabalpa an from-Utah to Massachusetts

at least some legislators are reviewing current systems and sliggeitiW).

-changes.

The questions that have to be asked are: Why all this fe- rment at this

time? Does this mean that current forms of coor4ination and governance

have failed? What are the issues that are causing public and legislative

concern? These are not easy questions nor are they subject to simple

answers. -Probably the most critical questions is the third and the

answers to the -first and second, to the extent that they have answers,

lie in attempting to answer it It may well be the case, for example,

not that current forms of coordination and governance have failed,
%

but

,,.

that the conditions kinder which such boards are established no longer

prevail. Some aspects of the current problems may in fact have grown

out Of=iothe of the-past successes and_failures Of s5p boards, granting

that even these may vary considerably from state_to state.

Few if any reasonably sophisticated people in higher or postsecondary

education or in state government would deny that we are moving into a

considerably different period in postsecondary or higher education and.--

in the relations-of state government to higher and posttecondary educa-

7 tion an was the case even in the recent past:-.Elsewhere, I have
Y1

.suggAted that the situation might be considered analogous to a new ball

C-2.
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game in which the conditiQns, the playing field, and the rules have
a

shifted, but not all the players have recognized the shift or discovered

the new rules. In fact this is not surprising because one striking .

characteristic the new game is that the rules themselves seem to be

in a constant state 9f transition.

It should-5e,remembered that while the first coordinating board goes

back to 1784, the period of the development of coordinating and

governing boards occurred from -1960 to 1972. During this time 23 such

boards were established with a 24th added in 1976. Today if we include,

2 executively appointed'plahning boards, all 50 states have boards of

some type although ,these vary tremendously in authority, responsibility,

composition and even size of operations. Of theIe 19 are governing

boards, 29are coordinating boards, and 2 are executively appointed

planning boards. The period of major development of coordinating boards

coincided not accidentally with the largest period of expansion of higher

&cation in the history of the country. Between 1960 and 1970 alone

enrollments increased 126 percent; expenditures increased 207 percent;.
- _

and states built more than 400 new oampuses. Most of the boards estab-

lished by statute or constitution during this period were charged with

"providing for the orderly growth of pc6lic higher education." Most of

the powers given to such coordinating boards (in contrast to governing

boards) were related to problems of growth such as review and /or approval

of new programs, developing priorities for capital outlay, master planning

for program complementation, and budgetary review for assuring equity in

meeting needs. On the whole these boards performed these functions wen:-

Today the situation is very different and, as noted, the question becomes=

whether they succeeded, but whether existing boards are adeate to

)deal with the,phanging conditions.

49
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While many' of you are intiMaely familiar with some of these chaged

conditions, at a seminar like this they may well be worth briefly

reviewing.

The first among these changing conditions is the student situation. To

some extent expansion has Continued at a lesler rate and somewhat un-

evenly -in different-types of institutions from 1970 through1975.

While enrollments dropped slightly this last fall (1976) thePmay continue

to expand unevenly until 1980 although this,3s doubtful. However, you

_Ae also aware of the demographic facts in relations to the-traditional
r

college age population -- the 18- to- 24- year -olds. This group will

decrease in the SOs and there is little evidgnce that it will increase

in the 90s. Even the Carnegie projections that the next decade of sub-

stantial growth will be from 2,000 to 2;0104s at best speculative. -

-- While the national average is supposed to drop by 4.1 percent by 1985 ,

in some states the drop may be as large as 22.3 percent. In only-4 states

are modest increases in the age group expected., The predictions for

future enrollment, while varying considerably depending'upon the source,

are not for further expansion but at ilest for holding about even assuming
,

a shift in-enrollment-in most institutions to older,students and at worst

a radical decline. Added to the population change is thp drop in number

of high school graduates going on to college'from 55 percent in 1968 to

48 percent in 1974 plus the fact that the proportion of;high school

graduates to total high school age population instead ef.continuing

t`© increase as predicted in the 60s has not only levelled off but started

to decline. Clearly not all institutions will be egally affected. The

regional public colleges and universities and

private institutions may. have the most differ

anywhere are likely to be rare ihdeed. )A1
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The colleges and universities are thus on the whole faced with prospects

. either of declining enrollments or developing-new student clineteles, or

MOre likely both at the same time. While there may indeed be a lane

. group of yilder citizens potentially interested in further'education,the

assumption that they will compensate either for the declining 18-ta:-24-

year-olds or that they will, if they come, engender the same or increasing

levels of state *uppart are at least open to question. Average college-'

going age has gone up in the last few years. Close to half of the current.

college students are over the "traditional" college-age and one in ever);

. ten students, isflover 35. The question can at least be raised as to whether

the more interested older students are not already present, and one may

wonder how large the actual" reserve- of additional interested adults is.

it is reasonably clear that additional older adults will not come in

large,numbers siqply by owning the doors of traditional institutions to

such students. The Institutions that have had most success in involving

older students are those that have been willing to make major changes in

curriculum, services, and modes of instruction to take education to the

students rather than expectIng,the'students to come to education:' Even

the assumption that increased numbers of older students will bring

increased funding is also open to question'. Some governors and legis-

lators have taken the position that working older students and not the

state should be willing to pay more of the costs of their additional

education.

In additiott to the enrollment picture there is Considerable state ar10,---,,

national concern with what appears to be overproduction of highly
igt

educated manpower not only among persons*with doctorates but to college

graduates in general, many of whom appear to be 11i6Te to find eMploy-
f

'trent commensurate with their educational backgrounds. Projections that
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less than 20 percent of the labor force heed college degrdes'cla not-

help and the "college, who needs it?" attitude is still growing and

has had impact on both public and private fdnding sources including
't

legislators. .More than a few people at the state level argue that if__
4

additional funds are'to i5e spent for postsecoridary education they

should/be invested in more clearly vocational and occupational areas

rather than in general support for higher education.

To the student situation must be added the fiscal situation. Some of

the private institutions /ere beginhingsto feel the pinch between infla-

Vim and escalating costs on the one hand and restricted sources 9f

income on the other as early as the mid-60s. By the,eerly-70t legislators

y

ca

in some states were becoming ;al_ at increasing costs and deMends - .

for fundi for public institutions. This was'complicated by the growing
.

credibility gap between the public including governors.and legislators
..

.

and higher education, a gap growing out of Studehtunrest:4nd what j';:as

and still is perceived, whether correctly, or not, to be mess than

efficient managliment of higher educational institutions. Since then,

with recession and depression,

more difficult. State budgets

priation'ifor higher education

the situation has .tecome progressively

have been trimmed. In a few cases appro-
*

have actually been decreased. In most

states the rate of increase for higher education tins been reduced. A

4t.

number of states and systems have had mandatory cutiAck.i... The picture_

is obviously furth complicated by the fact that costs have escalat

in all other government service areas as well and higher education has

lost its priority status. tiven.the higher priorities in welfare, health,

energy, conservation and highways, the hard fact seems to be that even

. -

with the upturn in the economy and re- emergence of state surpluses the
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11kelihood in most states of major mew 'funds for higher education is not
k

great.

Added to these other higher priority areat. is the growing competitiOn

for funds withiri education between elementary-secondary education and

postsecondary education. In some states this is already acute. Even

'though enrollments are dropping in elementary-secondary more rapidly'

\

than higher education, publ cone rn with a return to the basics and

reform in elementary-secondary education, continued concern with school

district equalization, and increased costs relating to federal programs

such as the new h ndicapped legislation tend in many quarters to give

(relementary-second y education a higher priority than pdstsecondary' '

educiqon.

As the funds have become tighter and the priority for higher education

has Dropped, a third factor has Become progressively more important;

that is, the demand on the part of state governeint and the general public

forgreater accountability. This demand for increased accountability is

also in part a byproduct of the period of student unrest and-the --

credibility gap we mentioned earlier. Few people even within the higher

education community would deny that institutions should in fact be

4

accountable 'for the effective, even efficient,- use of public funds .3n2f-to

a greater or lesser extent they always have been. The new emphasis upom,

accountability has, however, taken a number of different forms, some oi'

which extend considerably beyond fiscal accounting for the use of funds.

Among these have been development of management information systems,

program budgeting, zero -based budgeting, performance audit and program

review.
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As the fiscal situatiotrIlas`tightenedand decision making has become

more diffitult, institutions and state agencies as hell as legislators,:

4

Le"-

have pit.ogressively come to recognize ihe need for more effective informa-

titin sys s and revisions in the_budgeting process.. 'fii'some extent With

the help of such organizations as the National Cqnter for Higher '..

Education Management Systems, including the State Level Information Base

Project, the American Council on EdUCation and the National Association

of.College and University Budget Officers institutions an4.6tate agencies

(have themselves taken the lead in developing instrument for more

effective reportinrind analysis. Budgeting is, however, another matter-

:and there is real question whether enrollment driven budget formulas

which work well in periods of expansion will be adequate to periods of

contract'on. In addition, in sane statesnere is considerably less

than -con uence between the ways'inwhich higher education budgets and

other state budgets are developed and requests made.

A more regent development with far-reaching implications for state higher
d-

or postsecondary education agencies and institutions has been the growing

, .

state ifiterest, even demand in some cages, not only with fiscal audits

butiffth performance ltdits. Some 20 states haveidevelop01 Vheir own

...
),, .

ciunterparts to the federal Government. Office establfshed as
.

. :

legislative or executive independent auditing agencies. While these

have not been established primerily.to audit higher or postsecondary

education, higher educationor some component:of it frequently has been

a first target or primary concern; for uhlike'diher areas of public service,

it uspally is:not tied to mandatory funding formulas.

Unfortunately, the state-of-the-art performance audit is not very

advanced. It does bfing into play 'issues of outcomes, results and

effective means of achieving them. The question of criteria to be used
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in such audits Is critical and does move to the heart not just of

...fiscal but of academic effectiveness. Far too frequently when such

audits are attempted by independent governmentagencieS the pridie'

criterion is likely to be efficiency rather thai educational effectiv e- X"

ness. If edudational effectiveness is to be measured, serious

ito

1r ,

question can .be raised as to whether noneducatiRig government agencies

are equipped to do so 91, if they do, whether this does not weaked the

integrity of the academics. But the insistence upon such 'audits t
,

of educational effectivepess .not only eMains but.is likely to increase

, and the question

cooperation_ with

00.

--.tat:e such au.dits

. " .

becomes whether the state higher education agency in
4, T.

the acadeti

. If not,

ity is able or willing to un r-

eMs .rather clear thatithere are others

who Will do so, whether qualiiiteci,o'' r not.
#

. -
A fourth fact h s een the -retognitioh.at the state level as well. as

federally that publit higher -education, while an essential 'part,

comprise all oT public pos tsecondary education-for in?many states it does

not iriFluamde much of public postsecondary vocational education. Ameyet

the stateS _are .speading considerable amounts df money on public post-
.

secondary vocational edUcation, sometimes in direct.duplication of

occupational programs in 66mmunity colleges and even 'regional colleges and
f

v.

dhiVersities. Public higher education obviously does not 'include

independeiii higher education or proprietary education yet both of the

r4
sectors constitute impoilatit parts of the resources of the state in.

postsecondary education. State concern _particularly for reinforAg the

AndepenApt institutions, for includiog thed in resource analyseWis

in

... ..
. , ._-

clearly evidenced n the fact/ that some 43,states make .some form of
. i

direct or indirect ard available to them now. It has become illeae'that

to

-
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in planning andlp considering the postsecdndary education resources of

. -

1 c*

; the state, the -full Nage of postsAcendary education in the state'is,going
.3. . .

o

.1*
,to have to be takerkinto account from now on.' ,

-
.

s .

..

. A fifth factor that should at least be noted is the continuing develop-
_

ment of collective bargaining on the nation's campuses. What the full

*pact of faculty collective bargaining not only on individual campuses

but.pn,;tatbwide coofdinating and governing systems will be is not yet

qb
clear. ,While it is.nof yet A nationwide phenemenon it is becoming so.

Where collective bargaining hai made 1proads it.has not only changed

. iptrainstitutional.modes of operation but in some states,

Yin, has Ted to negotiatiaajof faculty bargaining units

the local or system administrators bucwith the .Office of

e4., New

not with

Employee

Relations in the governor!s.officen The implications of this_idt7-r
f

dirgct state involvement in the daily, affairs' f campuses are somewhat

. staggering. Whether the state coordinating or governing bbard is directly 144WalW

I

involved.irLthe process or not, the boardivillliAmve to take the impact of

colrective 'biarWning into account in.planning, budgeting a
_

imitations. It is still not quite clear (in spite of the Ci

perational

Univ4rsity

401nNew York experiencl) what the role of faculty bargaining un its will be

..:When-and if retrench(nent, prog9am review a d con ati , and-

I
. ,..

performsiov audit come more fully into lay. It can reasonably be assumed,

lirkhowever,that collective bargaining is n t likely to mak9/the proces

easier.

3 -

A sixth faCtor of growing importance is, the impaCtbf federal legislation

_and regulations on statewicje postseondary educational activities. In

-onesersethisismtliingrm.r.State approval agencies for veterans affairs

go back,to the.G.I. Bill at Oke end of,WorldWar II. The Higher Education

V
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Facilities Act of 1963 called for statewide facilities commissions *,

with'responsibilities for planning and priorities,On allocation of funds.
. .

The Higherducakion Act of 1965 added community,service and continuing.,
.

education adific committees. The Education Aqmendments of 1972

permitted the desisnatial of existing state higher edueationagencies

or creation of new postsecondary.. educatio n planning comMissions apd hlated

4

these to planning !or community colleges (Titl X A, never and

. . .

postsecondary vocational education. The Educatj Amendments of 1976

in addition assigned to states the responsr y for planninin relation

to lifelong learning and educational informailon enters. -Through the

1972 and 1976 amendments states were encouraged to develop orexpand-k

their scholarship programs and those states not already in the guaranteed lir-

student,loan business were given incentives to do so. n addition,

federal affirmative action, ivil rights and handicapped legislation have

direct impact on state agenci s as well as state institution's. No one is

)/ yet sure what-the impact of the new handicapped legislation Will have in

ptoseribing free education to handicapped persons to the age of 21. These

- are examples rather thah the'full picture. What is-new is the range of

federal programs that call for statewide plans and impose. regulations and

additional responsibilities on state agencies. There is little indication

that this will .lessen. What it means is that progressiyely more 'staff

and time on the part of state higher lir postsecondary education agehcies

will have to be devoted to state planning for federal purposes Vs well

'11* Ns state purposes) and to deal with federal regulations and programs. It

.

I

is critic4lly important tfiSt-the state and-federal programs be looked et

and planned forg4n:relation to each other.

C-11
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kseventh fadtor is what might be described as chan4inglegislativeand
. .

executive expectations. We have touched on this in agountabilityand. $
. 0 .

, ,,
performapce4dit. In some respects it mi t be.considered a further _

11

elabo /ation of accountability or as a reac Ion to what has been,
., . .

peroe-kfedYwhether correctly or not, by.some -felt,jatars, and governors
,

.
,I . .0'

, *0

as lack of accountability. It is what might be described as a demand

-...., , "( , ,
-k

for 4hater.responsibility through further centr1t+zation and con 'trol.
, f

It reflects.a feeling that coordinating and even some governing boards

are too weak or not sufficiently inclusive, that insti-tt4igjsTiale not

been9willing-to cooperate effectively with them and have been and are

A

engAged in end runs, and that the'only way responsIbility can be fixed

and the fiard.realities of todayCiea4i with is by establishing a strong

:single governing boarcrfor 1 public institutions that can control
, .

the system and make:the hard,d isions necessary. While this may be

considered ey some, an overly sfinpliptic answer, it nevertheless not

only is a real alternative but one that is appegling and does address

-,...sof _t problems, A coordinating .board by the nature of the case-

-:.-.0/ is'iva difficult positioh. It is likely to be'suspected by the

legislature and governor as being ont,fOr institutional interests
,

I
and by theinstitutions as being the hatChet,group for the legislature

and.governor. While the governing board is clearly the protagonist for

its members it*has the elvantag from. the legisiative and executive

points of view of being one body o even,, in the president or
va

ftor, one.persOn to_ deal. with instead'ef many and one focus Of

responsibflitg for seeing that the syst4m operates. Such consolidated

governing boards have wolzked in some cases and may indeed be appropriate

,answers for some states.
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However, there is a further step beyond this or an alternative to it.

There is developing in-some states a trend to 46ve responsibility for

41gher and postsecondary education decisions directly tq the executive

kancl/or legislative branches of the state government. Withjthe growth

of executive and legislative staffs where institutions do not work

effectively witt_coordinating,agencies or governing board would create

a cgnsolidated protagonist, the tendency is foe executive and/or

- legis1ative branches_of government to take over directly the major functions

of budget review, audit control end decision making for higher or Post-

secondary education. We began by pointing out that in Colorado last year

a powerful joint budget committee of the legislature dtbolished the budget

preparation review functions of the coordinating board and reserved these

1 - .

- wholly to itself and that in Nebraska a law has been .enacted that places

.

the responsibility for developing institutional role and scope in a
-

legislative committee. In some cases it nas'been proposed that tfie-

planning functions be taken over by a general state o governor's planning

agency where higher: or ppstsecondary'education is considered only one

among competing state agencies*seeking funds: The message seems to be

clear. If institutions are not willing to work coopei-atively with

appropriate state postsecondary ed6cation agencies or the agencies are

not able to exert the leadership to develop effective planning and pmfgraM

-

r.Amweview, the executive and legislativeofficet of state governor

prepared to moire in to create more centralized and responsive agencie or

to take over the functions of coordinition, decision making and cont '1
.

thems ves.

This brings s back full circleto1113,guestions with which we bega In

the light bf thes hanged conditions what are the "n res.. abilities

for~ statewide coordination and governance? I might suggest a few. A '
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number of these have already been suggested in notingthe changed

conditions. Some orthese are -new only in the sensi of being more

urgent or critical thadbefore. Others have recently emerged as,matters

of major concern. .The list should be consideredas illustrative and

t exh ustive.

First, statewide planning has always been a major responsibility of

statewide coordination and/or governance. Bolt the nature of that,
.

planning has changed. Instead of planning for expansion, the much more

dtfficult planning for steady or decreasing enrollments, for retrench-

ment, is now crucial. If this is to be done it will require systematic

program review not just of new programs but of existing programs,

establishmitnt of prioritiesivith a view to protecting quality, preserv-

ing dArsity, and eliminating daplication and nod-academically producttO

programs. Such planning needs to be done in cooperation with and with

the full involveinent of the institutions so that whether they are happy

about it or-nothey at least understand why and are not taken by

4-
surprise.

e'

Second, and closely related, the total postsecondary,educational resourtes

in the state need to. be taken into account in the planning process --

public:private and proprietary. This admittedly will be difficult,

particularly or governing boards. A *number of sates have, however

. taken steps in this direction and unless-all sectors are involved and

are willing to accept some responsibility for such review the end result

As likely to be penalizing one system to the advantage of the others or

reinforcing one system at the expense of the others and effective utili-
.
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nation of resources to meet the postsecondary education needs of students
......

will not,be accomplished.

Third, far more attention will have to be paid to relating expenditures

to outcomes to performance audit. Ajain unless state higher or post-
, .-

,

secondal7 educational agencies willing to move in this direction

themselves others will do it for them. For-the health and integrity of

the postsecondary educational community it is critically important that

the criteria for such audit be. developed by the 'postsecondary education

community. The demand for assurance of-minimal competency, currently a

.major issue in elementary-secondari, education, will in one form or

another impact the-higher education community as'well. -Legislators,

t_ 4

Agovernors, students and the public arse and will be increasingly concerned

no only with the-4Wicient but with -the educatidnally e'ffective -Tie of

funds. The general answer that edt;cation is a good thing is no longer

adequSte. They want to know how, in what ways;--and for whom.

Fourth;Ilthe nature of the budgeting process will need to be thoroughly

fi
reviewed and formulas reexamined in terms of their adeqdady to deal with

problems of contraction. Enrollment driven formulas mragAt wholly

inadequate under such conditiOni. We may need to look at such factors

as fixed and variable costs and margidal utility in ;-elation to program

`costs. Coordinating dnd.governing agencies may need to work much more

closely with state Midget officers and lqgislative budget analysts in '

atte'mptiong to bring more effective common coordination in the budgeting

process, at least to the point of agreeing on conversion factors. Further,

btdgeting in many states needsbto be much more closely related to the

planning process an'd vice versa.
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Fif' , while- it is not_the function oficoordinating.or-govetnin9Wards

institutions to set other state priorities,,,t is important for sucht-

agencies and institutions-to becOme dware,of what these other priorities

tare and the way in which such priorities complement or conflict4with

those Al postsecondary education-. This is particularly the case in

1:i1ation to elementary-seconary education. One of the major problems

in the near future,may well be competition for finds within the education

community between elementary-secondary and postsecondary education. Some

commog planning tretween the two is increasingly essential.

ts;

Sixth, of growing importance now is effective statewide and interstate-

regional planning for adult and continuing education,and lifelong learn-

ing. This has already become a mpet3rive battleground. The Mondale

Amendment in the Amendments of 1976 has nede lifelong Ifarning.(whatever

it is) a national priority. As suggested earlier if traditional colleges

think that older studentS.`are going to fill the gap left by declining 18-

to -24 -year -olds they may be sadly disappointed. But unless Some effective

planning takes place now both the older students and the institutions are

likely to"-1,disappointed and the chaos that presently prevails in some

states is likely to get' worse.

A

Seventh, whether or not state coordinating or governing boards are directly

involved'in the collective bargaining process, it is essential that they

be fully aware of it, of what .is being bargained for and of the impact of

bargaining on statewide planning, program review and financing.

Eighth, whether or not the federal agencies responsible for programs

effecting the states get together, it is Critical that state coordinating

62
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or governing boards not-only fully understand state implications of

federal programs but that at the state level these be lookeii)at,and,

panned or in relatiOn.to each other and state prioritUs: It is also

important in cooperation with national and state organizations such as ,

the State Higher Education Executive Officers and the Education

mission of the States to work to insure that the states' concerns

ar made clear to national legislators.

Finally, and fundamentally, it is of basic importance that the lines of.

cation between,coordina ing and/or governing agencies adflorily

with their institutions but also with legislative and executive branches

of state government be kept open. Recognizing the importance of the-
,

latter is not to politicize higher or postsecondary education but to \.1.3.

enable legislators, governors, state higher or postsecondary education

agencies to work more effectively with each other to meet the critical

problems ahead. Formal hearings along are inadequate to dear wit the'

complex issues involved. The communication should be two-way and

continuous. Only if this occurs can the confidence essential to effec-

tive operation be built.

To the question, can existing coordinating and/or governing boards l

with these changing responsibilities and the complex issues that lie

ahead, it seems td me that the answer has to be that some'of the can and

someiof them, without modifying their functions and-Powers will not b

able to Purely advisSry coordinatign may soon join voluntarY

coordination on a statewide level as a thing of the p st. The alternatives

.

today appear to be relatively strong or regulatory coordination, consolidated

gov/mance ordirect legislative and/or executive intervention. If:the
I

lea; is to be avoided, then the roles not only of the executive but

of the academic-and fiscal officers of 'Statewide boards are.going td/

,)
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become both more diffricult and more crucial. On how effectively they can
A , r

work not only with their own boards but with the institutions, the
.

...

executive and legislative branches of state government and the public

may well depend on the future and the integrity of postseconary.and

highdr education in this country.

The issues with which you are dealing in this teminar are basic and reed

continued discussion, analysis and implementation which extend far

beyond these three days. If challenge is what you thrive on you should

thrive mightily,-if occassionally shortly. The one thing I would urge,

however, is fhat in dealing with particular issues you not lose sight of

the wider context which makes these issues not just technical concerns

but the substeoce of the future of higher and postsecondary education for

the decade ahead.

4
4

ti

Speech by Dr. Richard M. Hillard for the Inservice Education Project
Seminar on Academic Affairs'for State Level Held Ju.ly I8-3Q,

1977 in Keystone, Colorado.

4
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Appendix D'

OTHER PAPERS

The following papers presented at the'seminar, mentioned in the
ceedings are available, on request, from the Inservice Education
gram Office of the Education Commiqpion of the States:

1. Barak, Robert J., and Robert 0. Berdahl. State-Level Academic
Program Review in Higher Education.

2. Caruthers, J. Kent, and Melvin D. Orwig. Analytic and Informa-
tional Support for State-Level Academic Planning.

Dresch, Stephen P. Higher Education: External and Internal
Dynamics of Growth and Decline.

4. Folger, John K. Notes on Academic Planning.

The following paper is part of a monograph entitl : Nova University's

Three National Doctoral Degree Programs: An -Analysis a Formative

Evaluation, By Earl Hughes, et al. A copy of the monograph can pe obtained
Tram: 'Tehavioral Sciences Center, Nova University, College Avenue,
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314.

5. Nelson, Fred A., and Wibiam A. Kaplin. Legal and Political,

Constraints on Nova University's External Degreki Programs.

,
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